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Many people enjoyed Mark Jobe's keynote speech at 'Founder's Week', his speech pretended to be positive, strong
and exciting. Americans love messages that flatter God without requiring our response of obedience. Mark did an
interesting job of making God sound great, but egotistical. Hint: when you listen to any sermon you probably look
for obvious errors, but you should also practice looking for what truths they skip over. A man of God would preach
against specific sins with this passage (Isaiah 6), because Isaiah was naming specific sins. As you read this report, you
will see several failures that need an answer. Does Mark Jobe value the gospel, or the Holy Spirit's work inside the
MBI family? No. When you carefully study any false teacher, you discover there are many subjects they refuse to
teach because it would condemn them from the Romans 2 judgment, as James 3:1 warns.
Mark preached from Isaiah 6:1-7, but v.8 is the best part for a real pastor: Who will go for God and preach against
sin? Who will call sinners to repent and live for God? Mark missed the point because he is not even a Christian.
Instead, Mark gave a fanciful version of the glory of God. Mark slightly covered the seraphim proclaiming “Holy,
holy, holy is Lord of the hosts of angels; the whole earth is full of His glory.” But Mark should have focused on
God's holiness that Isaiah was describing. Isaiah found a holy and purifying fear of sinning against God. Holy fear
motivates humans to obey God and leave favorite sins; that is what is called spiritual growth. Because of God's
holiness the posts of the door were shaken by the voice of the angel who cried out, “and the temple was filled with
smoke.” When Isaiah became so aware of God's holiness and that is why God must judge against sin, then Isaiah
confessed his sinfulness, he repented saying “Woe is me, for I am undone! Because I am a man of unclean lips, and
I dwell in the midst of a people of unclean lips...” That is a true repentance with a contrite heart. Isaiah saw the
holiness of God, and he honestly repented. Mark ignored the core message of this Passage. Isaiah admitted that his
mouth said things that he should never say and his temple friends were the same way. Mark is not anything like a
man of God. Mark also tried to make God sound dangerous or incredibly obsessive; because Mark is a sevenmountain-satanist. And this report proves it for you to see.
Instead of teaching Isaiah's repentance from this Passage, Mark went into lofty flattery toward God. There is very
little value in flattering God. Humans cannot bribe God by flattering God with our lips. But that flattery does trick
many human listeners into thinking they are pleasing God by flattering Him. Many Americans flatter God every
Sunday, they sing the songs with enthusiasm. But they practice a lukewarm view of obedience every day. But real

Christians practice a growing obedience that is learning more and more all week long. Paul described true worship in
Romans 12:1-2; “I beseech you therefore, brethren, by the mercies of God that you present your bodies a living
sacrifice, holy, acceptable to God, which is your reasonable service.” Obedience is real worship. God rejects empty
praise as meaningless, and useless. You know talk is cheap, look at politicians and popular preachers. God knows in
exact detail that talk is cheap, and flattering words are meaningless, because they lack serious obedience. Sadly, we
do not believe the majority of listeners could see Mark's tricks. Reviewing it might help more see the real Mark Jobe.
Mark's first error Friday evening was the start of his speech. Mark started with a Mexican police story that had
nothing to do with Isaiah 6, but it is important to know why it was placed there. Why? Because Mark was
commanded by some leader to falsely teach Romans 13 to the MBI family. That error might become dangerous to
Americans. Mark told a personal story of his travels into Mexico for a fancy dinner. Mark described a crooked police
officer in Mexico who pulled him over, the officer wanted to kidnap Mark and put him in a jail until his friends give
the Mexican officer money to release Mark. It was a moving story, of course the audience was glad to hear that the
officer changed his mind. Mark admitted he said something to that officer in Spanish, that warned the officer.
Maybe Mark warned the officer that he is a high level jesuit, but he could also have told his rank as an agent of the
United Nations, or maybe Mark told the officer of his title in the Lausanne Council, or his title in the Oikonomia
Network (that is a Catholic social program that is already indoctrinating a Catholic way of life on Chicago.) Mark
didn't tell the audience what he said to warn that Mexican police officer. Instead Mark told everyone it was too
complicated to explain to his friends, but that includes you and us too. Yes it would have gotten very complicated for
Mark, if he explained his dark secrets to everyone there. Also please notice that Mark is so hardened that he felt
safe to tell MBI the police story without a concern that MBI would catch him.
Mark is a high level Jesuit sent to ruin MBI from the inside, and he is a UN/ Rockefeller change agent. Mark is very
evil. Mark came across the street and talked to me (and some of us) on Tuesday afternoon of Founder's Week, there
were MBI students nearby watching, he was trying to suppress rumors among the students. We chatted about light
topics, he liked my sign with a D.L. Moody quote saying that sin will keep you from the Bible, or the Bible will keep
you from sin. Then I asked Mark to explain “Seven Mountain Dominionism”. Mark directly lied to me saying that is
the first time he heard of 'Seven Mountain Dominionism'. That is a bold faced lie, because “Seven Mountain
Dominionism” is the core philosophy of the Lausanne Council and Mark’s own “church” network, and that is a core
of the Rockefeller's United Nations, and it is also the core of the Oikonomia Network. Seven Mountain Dominionism
is satanism from Revelation 17, which is the Catholic Church. I also had 2 witnesses with me and they also heard
Mark lie to me. But if Mark had told me the truth that day during Founder's Week, it would have caught him in his
tracks as a Jesuit/satanist with the Catholic Church. This report fills in many more details. When you understand this
report and/or several other reports about Mark Jobe, you will understand that Mark is only evil.
Some of Mark's Lausanne Council friends and/or UN friends wanted Mark to teach to MBI their backwards version of
Romans 13. They need everyone to believe Romans 13:1-7 backwards, because they plan to use that false teaching
to obey their takeover of Chicago and the USA. We also explain that in this report. Let's look at Romans 13 and
rightly interpret Romans 13 so everyone can see Mark's trick. Then everyone can find clues to understand why Mark
did that to MBI. First, a few simple questions; When God's Word tells us to “be subject to governing authorities”, is
God telling us to honor and obey the U.S. Constitution, or the 666 mafia? The 666 mafia is a group of international
bankers and the industrial military complex who are working toward an anti-Christ-run system. They are the group
trying to get rid of the U.S. Constitution and start a New World Order government in the USA. Is our US Constitution
from God? Yes, and Romans 13 explains that. The US Constitution is our national covenant with holy God. With
perfect wisdom God foresaw the 666 mafia, and God gave us the Constitution, which has just enough checks on evilhearted leaders to halt their evil plans until the 7 year tribulation/great tribulation. The 666 mafia will become the
666 world government when everyone signs an agreement with the anti-Christ during the last 7 years of human
govt. So let's look at God's plan, in Romans 13 and see God's approved authorities.
Romans 13:1-7 “Let every soul be subject to the governing authorities. For there is no authority except from God,
and the authorities that exist are appointed by God. Therefore whoever resists the authority resists the ordinance

of God, and those who resist will bring judgment on themselves. For rulers are not a terror to good works but to
evil. Do you want to be unafraid of the authority? Do what is good and you will have praise from the authorities.
For he is God's minister to you for good. But if you do evil, be afraid; for he does not bear the sword in vain; for he
is God's minister, an avenger to execute wrath on him who practices evil. Therefore you must be subject, not only
because of wrath but also for conscience' sake. For because of this you also pay taxes, for they are God's ministers
attending continually to this very thing. Render therefore to all their due, customs to whom customs, fear and
respect to whom you should fear and respect, honor to whom you should honor.”
The Word of God is extremely brilliant, please notice that God worded Romans 13 in a way that separates right and
wrong. “Let every soul be subject to the governing authorities.” Each country is different, but in the USA the
“governing authorities” refers to the US Constitution and those who lawfully enforce it. Whoever resists the
authority of the U.S. Constitution, resists the ordinance of God; that is God's authority over everyone in the USA.
And those who resist will bring judgment on themselves, from God. We all know that sometimes there is a time gap
between the time someone does evil, and when God sends the consequences on the evil doer. But even during that
time delay, the consequences are being prepared. For rulers are not supposed to be a terror to good works, but to
those who do evil. Do you want to be unafraid of the authority? Do what is good, and you will have praise of the
authority. The USA citizens are: “We the people of the United States...” God expects all USA citizens to obey and
protect the Constitution. And make sure the violators get punished. Including those in Govt. positions who disobey
the Constitution. We are among the; “We the people of the United States...” We Christians need to get more
involved in enforcing the Constitution. If you don't know what to do, at least start with praying against the evil
activities you see.
Do you see it? God is not telling us to obey the banker mafia & military overthrow of the USA as Mark was teaching,
God's Word is telling all Americans to obey the US Constitution. At the start of our nation God pressed the govt.
leaders to form that US Constitution, then it was ratified by the votes of the majority of American citizens in all the
states. That is how legally binding laws are written. A president is not the king, so he can't write laws. A president is
an elected official, he must obey the Constitution too. Any other tricks they use to write laws are not legally binding
based on Romans 13 and the U.S. Constitution. So please keep your eyes open and watch out for their tricks. The US
Constitution became our covenant with God and all of the citizens in the USA. Now that covenant is handed down to
their descendants including you and me. The Christians carry and hold the US Constitution until the end of the
Church Age. That U.S. Constitution will remain our governing authority until the rapture (1Thessalonians 4;
2Thessalonians 2:7; Revelation 3:10). Holy God is working in each of our consciences, helping all of us to obey the
laws. All pastors in America sign a 501c3 contract with the devil which includes evil restrictions, including that they
are not allowed to explain the U.S. Constitution as our national covenant with God. In fact many pastors try to
secretly oppose the Constitution without getting caught. Another example of FEMA rules: if the 666 mafia makes
their move to establish their military rule of law, which includes putting Christians and patriotic citizens in detention
camps, all licensed “pastors” are required to help FEMA quell the objections, and those who resist the evil 666 mafia
rules.
This Vatican – Catholic – Jesuit problem in America started a long time ago. They started making plans to take over
the USA almost 300 years ago. Look at the RestoreMBI article called “Written Proof”**. Back 300 years ago,
Americans were opposed to the Vatican because the Vatican got caught for their plans to murder many French
citizens, that led to the French Revolution. The Vatican was outlawed in some places in the USA. But they kept
creeping into America secretly. That is why most of their jesuit colleges are secretly jesuit, not openly jesuit. Then
D.L. Moody was a big problem for the Vatican infiltration plans. DL Moody was God's man. Moody was a nice man
trying to get souls saved. Moody didn't realize how many problems his Bible teachings caused for the Vatican's
plans. Moody was so trusting that he never really figured out the Jesuit plans against him. If the Vatican outright
murdered Moody, the whole nation would have been alarmed and kicked out everything Catholic out of the USA.
God keeps guiding us to say what the jesuits are doing. And God is protecting us. But, if the restore MBI team turns
up dead, you will know the jesuits did it.
** www.RestoreMBI.com/written-proof.htm

We can show interesting indicators that the Vatican and jesuits burned the Farwell Hall, the North Market Hall, the
Kansas City Convention Hall, and started the great Chicago fire which burned all of the Moody ministry buildings,
and Moody's home and much of Chicago and killed more than 300 people. The jesuits probably killed the three
Church leaders in England who invited Moody to come back and preach, because they were trying to prevent Moody
from returning to Britain. All three men died within the year between Moody's first and second trip. They were
Moody's financial support to get to England, which suddenly was non-existent, but with God’s help Moody
overcame that barrier and preached anyway. And they tried to stop Moody from preaching at the 1893 “World's
Fair” in Chicago by keeping him on too hard of a schedule in Scotland, then saying he had heart problems and
sending him to two doctors in attempt to slowly poison Moody with bad medications. All of that discouraged Moody
and he thought about going easier until he nearly died on the ship on the way home. God used that event to urge
Moody to be diligent to preach at the World's Fair. That preaching was very successful. Moody became friends with
Abraham Lincoln, I believe they worked together to establish a day of Thanksgiving in the USA. And Moody' kindness
with honesty won the heart of Bishop Duggan in Chicago, he was the highest Catholic leader in Chicago. There is
evidence that Duggan heard of the Vatican plans to poison and kill Moody and about their plans for the Great Fire of
Chicago. Bishop Duggan opposed their plan and he was talking about telling his objections to the pope or else
resigning and opposing their plan. So they put Bishop Duggan in an asylum for the “hopelessly insane” run by
Catholic nuns, two years before the Great Fire took place. Another evidence of this plot is given by Jesuit Alderman
Edward Burke who in 2018 changed the record about the criminal who caused the Great Fire. The Vatican said
Duggan was 'hopelessly insane' and they killed Duggan many years later. Jesuit priest Charles Chiniquy got a
conscience later in life, and he published many Vatican quotes for everyone to see. Yes they killed him too, in the
same year they killed Bishop Duggan and D.L. Moody – all three died in 1899. There are strong reasons to believe
the Vatican killed President Lincoln in 1896 by assassination, and killed Moody by the “poison cup” and/or in the
form of a doctor's “medicine”.
The Jesuits have also been secretly and silently taking over many major colleges in America in the last 100 years. You
can see that list for yourself, here: https://www.restorembi.com/SJO-USJ-list.htm
NOTE: Many citizens never understood the Titanic. Most of the super wealthy people in the world are very evil, that
is how they got rich. When they decided to start trying to form a world government they also knew they must kill
those who were wealthy enough to oppose them. The evil money people tricked their opponents to ride the safest
ship in the world, the Titanic. Those evil people deliberately sunk the Titanic to kill the bankers more honorable than
them, and the wealthy people who would oppose their takeover of the USA finances. Next they created a big World
War 1. Because they knew World War 1 would bankrupt the USA government and our military. Most Americans
never heard about the merchant military. The merchant military protected their money interests from pirates on the
sea and from thieves on land. It is appropriate to call the evil bankers and their merchant military the 666 mafia. The
666 banker mafia replaced the USA military with their merchant military. They promised to follow US Constitution
but they don't. Also in 1913 the 666 mafia started what is now called the 'International Monetary Fund' or IMF. We
call them the 666 mafia because they took over the USA finances, and most other countries' finances (all but a few).
We also call them the International Murder Fund because they control the ethnic cleansing to kill or exile Christians
in many countries around the world, or at least drive them out to make them homeless so they might quit saying
they are Christians. The Federal Reserve/IMF collects the money in the USA, and they give money to the programs
they want, and especially the alphabet agencies.
NOTICE, every govt agency that was established after 1913 is actually a corporation owned by the IMF. It is hard to
find that info because they pretend those agencies are government agencies. That explains to you why those
alphabet agencies do so many thing that Americans do not want. The people complain about the alphabet agencies:
CIA, FBI, NSA, EPA, DEA, FEMA, TSA, ATF, WHO, CDC... but they keep doing evil things without any worries of getting
caught. This info also explains why the merchant military is not for defense only. They have built about 1,000
military bases around the world. That is called empire building, not defense. The 666 mafia will eventually become
the 666 world government during the 7 year tribulation/great tribulation.

The Vatican and the 666 banker mafia with their merchant military are your most dangerous opponents. That will be
the New World Order after the rapture. Many of them are Catholic and/or they must get along with the Vatican
plans for the USA takeover. The wealthy money criminals know the Constitution, they are afraid they will go to jail
for their crimes. At the same time the devil is trying to get ready for his 7 year time after the rapture. They are
working together. Immediately after the rapture the devil will find his anti-Christ and form his world government
team from among the some evil players we are talking about. There are many reasons to believe the anti-Christ will
be part Jew and part Muslim, but he will be trained by the Jesuits or the Vatican leadership and he will pretend he is
good, like a messiah, or like Jesus, to bring world peace. All the world population will believe their “peace and
safety” propaganda. The world population will sign a covenant with that devil-possessed anti-Christ, as described in
Daniel 9:27 “Then he shall confirm a covenant with many for one week of years” and Revelation 6:1-2; “I looked
and behold, a white horse, he who sat on it had a bow; a crown was given to him, and he went out conquering
and to conquer.” So the start of the 7 years is when the people who missed the rapture and are left here on the
earth will sign a treaty with the anti-Christ and their signatures will end all other governments and laws. And it will
end the U.S. Constitution also.
Mark Jobe's speech to MBI alumni gave their false teaching on Romans 13. Because the Vatican plans to use their
lawyers already in political positions in federal, state and local jurisdictions and in police leadership. They plan to use
their twisted version of Romans 13 to switch the USA under the pope and jesuit army. Do you know that in 1979 the
pope was at the corner of LaSalle Blvd and Chicago Ave. at MBI to claim MBI under their control? The Vatican
already had their plan in place in 1980 to put jesuit Erwin Lutzer into Moody Church. And they were sure Lutzer
could bring in many jesuits into MBI. Their plan worked. And their newest President Mark Jobe is a registered United
Nations change agent. Mark is also a high ranking member of the Lausanne Council. Mark was trained by Ray Bakke.
The Lausanne Council didn't give Mark a public title because they hoped you and I can't figure it out.
Have you noticed how many Catholic lawyers are in positions of authority around America? Donald Trump, most of
the Supreme Court Injustices, many of the senators and representatives too. The top Illinois Supreme Court Justice
too. For the last 300 years, the Jesuits and influential Catholic leaders have been sneaking into positions of authority
to protect the Vatican’s evil plans and schemes and leaders.
Many people know this - the devil tries to imitate God. The devil can't make prophecies like God does, because only
God can tell everything from the beginning to the end. Instead the devil does a 'tell' which is the devil announcing
what he wants to do. Paul Maxwell did a 'tell' a year before Mark Jobe was announced as MBI president. Paul
Maxwell said they needed to have a strong visionary personality who could press forward in the current trajectory,
and use this financial crisis to become more secular. So then the people accepted Jobe as that answer to the predesigned prediction. But you and I know those debts were deliberately caused by their jesuit friends for exactly
these changes being made. MBI had two choices many years ago; MBI could have accepted Vatican control over
MBI, but that idea was strongly rejected. The only other option for the jesuits is to ruin MBI from the inside. Jesuits
got inside Moody's hometown Northfield quickly. Northfield doesn't have any Christian testimony right now, but we
expect that to get corrected when the alumni get concerned enough to correct evil. It has taken longer for the
jesuits to ruin MBI from inside because the leadership and faculty had to sign the Moody pledge until the board of
trustees got rid of it as an assist to the leadership who are going against Moody's pledge and therefore could not
agree with it. Those trustees are not on God's side. Mark Jobe told me and 2 of my witnesses they quit signing the
Moody pledge. Now they sign an inter faith pledge on “inerrancy”. The jesuits think they have everything in place to
ruin MBI. While they say “For such a time as this” I hope you see their double meaning in 'For Such A Time As This'.
They are poised, thinking that they are ready to finish their destruction.
We are at the end of the 'Church Age'. That means most of the Churches are like Laodicea, but we still have some
Philadelphia Churches. The people in the Laodicean churches are financially OK, they have need of nothing, but they
are spiritually miserable, spiritually poor, spiritually blind, and spiritually shamed, and they don't even know it. Now
Jesus is outside the name-brand 501c3 “church” even though His name is on the Church. Jesus is not asking to be

allowed back in those “churches”, but He is knocking on the door of each heart, calling people out of them to start a
home-based serious study of the Bible with a small spiritually-growing community. Start your Home Church, and
register it with God, not with FEMA. Make sure your Church is alive like the Philadelphia Church in Revelation 3:7-12.
American pastors sign a 501c3 contract with the devil. FEMA requires pastors to falsely teach Romans 13, and they
plan to help Americans accept the 666 mafia overthrow of the USA. The 666 mafia must get all of us to accept their
authority or they can't really take all of the USA. You never hear your Sunday entertainer tell you to throw out sins,
like your TV. They do not tell you to destroy non-Christian music and sinful movies. They will not tell you that the
news is rigged as propaganda. Nor will they tell you that Lost Vegas rigs all pro sports, including the football games
(a fact confirmed by 200+ court-cases and professional athletes). Neither will those man-approved so-called
“pastors” teach the verses explaining that God opposes pride, including proud sports teams competing against the
pride of the other sports team. When will you quit attending the FEMA-controlled “churches”? And please stop
giving them your money too. When will you start a real New Testament Church in your home? It's easy, sing a few
hymns and read the Bible and explain what you can, and have a prayer time. Please make sure that you read more
verses than the FEMA Churches!
Immediately after the real Christians are taken to Heaven, and out of the devil's way, called the rapture, the devil
will have a plan of action. The devil will not be wandering around trying to think of what to do next. But the Holy
Spirit is resisting the official 666 government through us (2Corinthians 5:17-21; Ephesians 5:11-13). This report
explains what God through the Paul said in 2 Thessalonians 2:7-8 “And now you know what the Holy Spirit is
restraining, that the anti-Christ may be revealed in his own time.” The 7 year tribulation/great tribulation will be
the devil's own time. “For the mystery of lawlessness is already at work ; only the Holy Spirit now restrains him,
and will do so until He is told to stop restraining him.”
They keep trying to murder Christians in America, but they can't. So now they went back to killing Christians around
the world. God will not let the 666 mafia kill Christians in America. But if they can trick the American Christians to
allow themselves to be murdered by them, then they can accomplish more of their plans.
Please pray. Please keep praying. It helps if you write those points in a prayer list.
fellow laborers in Christ,
The Restore MBI team

